A modeling approach to the human spatial orientation system.
The human spatial orientation system is highly complex and nonlinear. It is difficult, therefore, to arrive at an unequivocal model of the underlying processing by merely combining the known elementary mechanisms ("bottom-up" approach); additional "top-down" concepts are required to narrow the choice between several formally equivalent solutions. We here suggest a concept in which sensorimotor control is based on a meta-level that provides an internal representation of the physical stimuli acting upon a subject (e.g., tilt of the support surface), whereas the classic reflex concept essentially proceeds from a direct coupling between physiological stimuli, sensors and actuators. At the hypothesized meta-level, the axial body segments are represented as a stack of superimposed platforms with the lowermost platform (generally the feet) riding on a support surface that acts as the buttress for the subject's active movements. From the sensory point of view, this stack constitutes a system of nested references. This concept explains data from various experiments dealing with self- and object motion perception and body stabilization in a more exhaustive way than does the classic concept. In our view, it provides a robust, flexible, and modular framework for perception and action in space.